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requirements.
A seismic shotgun was developed
by
Mapco Inc. of Oklahoma in the late 197Os, which they
called the Betsy* seisgun. for use where a portable,
inexpensive
source for shallow refraction or reflection
surveying is required.
The s&gun is a modified 21.mm (S-gauge) industrial
shotgun mounted vertically
on a base muffle chamber
(Fig. I). The cartridges are fired electrically,
with the
seismic pulse created by a 90.gm slug impacting
the
ground. Downhole measurements by Beggsand Garriott
(1979) indicated a signal was produced with a bandwidth
range from 20 to 200 Hz, although in reflection surveys
the usable bandwidth
is much less. In a land seismic
source study at the Colorado School of Mines, Janak
(1982) showed that a single shot is 30,000 times less
energetic than a Z-kg charge detonated at 30 m.

ABSTRACT
The Betsy* seisgun is a modified 21.mm (X~gauge)industrial
shot-gun which creatrs il seismic impulse by firing a W-gram
slug into the ground. A comparison reflection seismic study
was undertaken near Mymam, Alberta (T53-54. RY-tOW4, in
which. by using a single s&gun. data were acquired in areas
where conventional dynamite reflection seismic data existed.
Seismic characteristics
of the shotgun source were evaluated from field records for wriow recording parametern. Useful reflection data were oblained between 3 and .7 s 000 Lo
7tWl ml subsurface. In good data areas. reflections al I .O J and
refractrd arrivals to surface otTsets of600 m were clearly visible on tield rccurds. Reflection frequencies we similu Ior thr
scisgunanddynamitrdata,
beinginthc20-to70~Hzrange.and
both sources exhibit similu source-generated noise. Receiver
arrays and rccordinp filters must bc carrfully selected fur the
s&gun RO that recorded noise levels ire attenuated suficiently 10 allow weak reflrctions to be within the dynamic
resolution of the instruments.
Airwavr-r&ted
noise WBS reduced by relying on roadbed
topography far deflection and by muftling the airwave with
foam sheets placed around the source. Field records show that
energy coupling tends 10 be inversely proportional
to soil
rigidity.
although in very soft clays data quality varied
unpredictably. Wind noise profoundly degrades record quality
and was difficult Lu o~crcvm~. Over all. the best records were
obtained by recording during cillm weather on firm-packed
soils where the writer wblc wa> shallow.

Many seismic sources have been developed to satisfy
the often conflicting
demands of seismic resolution,
penetration,
repeatability,
operational
efficiency,
cost
effectiveness
and low environmental
impact. There is
no source that will satisfy all the above acquisition
‘Trudemarks

Fig. 1. The “Betsy”
(courtesy Mapco).

s&gun.

Height is 1.3 m and weight is 90 kg

uf Mapco Betsy Inc., Oklnhoma
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THESEISGUN-PART1

A field test of the Betsy* s&gun
was carried out to
evaluate it as a seismic source. The principle objectives
UWX:

times for the major acoustic boundaries from adatum of
580 m above sea level. Formations
that are regionally
seismic reflectors
or geologic markers are labelled in
their approximate
depth positions.
The main exploration objectives
in the area are gas-bearing Colony channel sands of Lower Cretaceous
age, which are at a
depthof
mto600 msubsurface.
Thegassandsoften
cause “bright
spot” amplitude
anomalies
on seismic
data.
During the study, 776 individual records were acquired
which, after record summing, yielded 65 separate tests.
Of these, I8 records were acquired at site Fl and 47 at
site F3. The survey also consisted of two profiles, line I
(2.5 km) and line 3 (3.2 km), which provided additional
records. The equipment and recording parameters used
in the study are contained in Table I.

I) To determine the effective depth of penetration.
2) To evaluate the effects of various acquisition
and
recording parameters.
3) To determine
the effects of environmental
conditions on record quality.
A data acquisition
strategy for field testing and production profiling requires the integration
of three seismic disciplines,
namely data acquisition,
processing
and interpretation.
The choice of field parameters
is
often a subjective
compromise
between
theoretical
calculations,
field logistics and field test evaluations.
This paper will discuss aspects of the field records only.
In the follo’wing paper, The Seisgun
Part II (this issue),
the utility ofthe seisgunfor providing interpretable
final
sections is shown, along with a discussion of how an
integrated
approach can modify data acquisition
procedures.
THE

TEST

Acqulsitlon
Equlpment
Texas Instruments DFS V
Seismic Recorder (48 channel)
Mark II geophones (14 Hz, gigroup)
Geospace 200 geophones
(40 Hz, single)
One “Betsy” Seisgun source

SITE

The test area near Mymam,
Alberta
(Fig. 2) was
chosen after examinations
of existing dynamite
data
and consisted of two locations; FI, agood data site and
F3, a poor data site. Figure 3 shows a schematic stratigraphic column for the area and seismic two-way travel

FL10

T.5,
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Recording

Record length: 2 s
Sample rate: 2 ms
Spread geometry
X-l 2-590 m
Preamplifier gain: 48 dB

Table 1. Acquisition equipment and recording parameters that were
kept constant throughout the field tests.
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Fig. 2. Study area base map showing seismic acquisition test sites Fl and F3 and the two seismic lines acquired with the se&gun
‘Trademarkr,

of Mapco Betsy Inc., Oklahoma
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Fig. 4. Noise spread from test location Fl (panel a) and test location F3 (panel b). Numbers identify the more prominent seismic events. 1 Refractions; 2- Reflections: 3-Airwaves:
4--Ground-coupled
airwave: 5- Rayleigh waves: B--Gun bounce; 7- Refraction reverberations.
The source tarray consisted 01 9 (14 Hz) bunched geophones.
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NOISE

SPREADS

Two noise spreads were recorded,
one at each test
site. The recording geometry consisted of 4X traces at a
I .5-m station interval with nine bunched 14.Hzgeophones
per station. Source locations,
each with 8 stationary
shots, were stepped out from an initial 1.5-m offset in
73.0-m intervals until random noise dominated on individual records. Maximum
trace offsets of 585 m for site
FI and 440 m for site F3 were obtained.
Individual
4X-trace records were juxtaposed
during processing for
display purposes.
Figure 4 shows the noise records obtained at the two
test sites. These can be divided into three distinct zones,
namely the upper triangular
region of the first arrivals
and their multiples, followed by the reflection window,
which is bounded by the refractions
and the airwave
event, and finally the airwave zone, containing
surface
wave noise. In the good data area (Fig. 4a). reflections
are visible at travel times of up to I s in the reflection
window. The airwave demonstrates frequency-dependent
attenuation
with time, showingasteadydeclineofdominant frequency
from 100 Hz at near offsets to about 60
Hz at far offsets. Two types of surface wave trains
follow the airwave on both noise records. The event
immediately
following
the airwave has a dominant frequency of IO to I2 Hz and a phase velocity
that is
slightly higher than that of the airwave. This is considered to be an air-coupled
Kayleigh wave. This observation is consistent with theoretical and experimental
work
by Press and Ewing (1951). The second type of surface
wave has a dominant
frequency
of about 8 Hz and a
phase velocity of 250 m/s, which suggests that the overburden has a high Poisson’s ratio or, conversely,
a low
shearwave
velocity
(Grant and West, 1965). It is also

and DC.
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highly dispersive. Thegun bounceappearson
therecord
at .9 and 1.3 s as repeated surface wave trains.
The noise spread from the poor data area, site F3
(Fig. 4 b), isdominated by low-frequency
(IOHz) multiplereflected refractions whichdominate
thereflection
window at all offsets. Kay-tracing
studies have shown that
these events may also be multiple PSV mode-converted
waves. Machinenoisecausedbygascompressors
within
400 mofthis test locationisvisibleaslowfrequency(l0
Hz) events that have a negative apparent velocity.

REPRES~NTAIIVE

RECORDS

Figure 5 shows representative
records from Line 3.
Although these records show poor to no visible reflection data, they do yield an acceptable
seismic section
after processing,
particularly
near SP 190. Record SP
273 shows wind noise, which dominates refracted arrivals and surface wave energy at all but the “car offsets
(80 m). These data were obtained during a windy period
with gusts up to 60 km/hour. In such extreme conditions
there is a possibility
that no reflections
were recorded
becauseinstrumentamplifiersweresaturated
wilhnoise.
Record SP 35 I shows high levels of wind noise as well
as Iringing refractions that overlap part of the reflection
window. The amplitude ofthe first arriving headwave is
attenuated
with increasing
offset from the shotpoint,
giving the appearance that the highest-amplitude
refractions are being delayed to later cycles in the wave train.
These “leaky modes” are developed by multiple reflections within thin layers ofthe ovcrburdcn
at angles less
than critical (Waters, 1981).
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SP 351
Fig. 5. Representative

field records from line 3
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Fig. 6. Bandpass panels from line 3. SP 189. Frequency
limited lo a mnge of roughly between 20 and 50 Hz.

ranges are indicated at the top of each panel. Results indicate the reflection data are
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the summing of incoherent
events. Results of three
different receiver arrays that were used extensively
in
this project arc shown in Figure 7. It was considered
that high-amplitude
source-generated
surface waves and
ground-coupled
airwwes could bc attenuated by receiver
arrays or, alternatively.
by high-pass geophones.
The record obtained
by using the bunched
14.Hz
geophones (Fig. 7a) clearly shows the ground-coupled
;rirwave is nondispersive
for three or more cycles. This
wcord also contains more random noise in the reflection window than dots Figure 7b. which was recorded
by using the 24-m receivcrnrray.
This comparison shows
the importance
of separating the geophones in rl group
so that random noisecancellationisachieved.
Inaddition,
some attenuation
of the ground-coupled
airwave was
achieved with the 24-m geophone array. This result is
consistent with the observation
that the ground-coupled
airwave has it dominant wavelength
of 34 m: this value
is bnsed on a mensured group velocity of 340 m/s and a
peak-to-peak
calculated frcqucncy of IO Hz. The record
obtained by using single 40.Hz geophones shows the
highcsl random noise.
One disadvantage
of received arrays is that the inherent summing process can distort signal waveforms.
In
Figure X, tirst arrivals recorded by the bunched geophones
are compared
with those recorded by an array. The
trace fi-om the bunched array contains higher frequen-

The spectral content ofa representative
s&gun record
is displayed as a series of bandpass panels in Figure 6.
The unfiltered
record shows the first arrival and week
multiple refractions,
the airwave and ground-coupled
airwave. No reflections
are visible.
The swfxc
wave is dispersive,
travelling
with phase
velocities of I IO0 m/s in the 14-1X Hz panel and X40 m/s
in the 22-26 Hz panels. Reflections
arriving at .h, .9 and
I .2 s travel time are evident on the right-hand side of the
22-26 Hz panel; the ringing oscillatory
nature of these
events is caused by the narrowband
pass filters (Kanasewich,
1975) and is not reprcscntative
of the signal
wavelet.
In the 30-40 Hz range. reflections
are easily
visible between .4 and .8 s. although spectral decay is
&dent
for the deeper events at .8 and I.2 s, which
show better continuity
in the 22-26 Hz panel. The 50-60
Hz panel shows discernible
reflections between .4 and
.6 s, with only the airwave and random noise visible in
the70-80 Hzpanel.
Some high-qulity
nxord\,
pwticw
larly those near test site FI , contain usable reflection
frequencies
to 70 Hz.
RECWVEK ARRAYS
Receiver arrays can be designed to attenuate coherent noise by wavelength
filtering and random noise by

9 Geophones
Bunched (14Hz)

(a)

9 Geophones
over 24m (14Hz)

(b)

Single Geophone
(40Hz)

(c)

Fig. 7. Receiver array test. Geophone frequency and way configuration are labelled. The ~wrce array consisted of 8 SMS no skid. Test location
F,.

THE SEISGUN
ties than that recorded
by the array. However,
the
airwave recorded by the array contains higherfrequenties than the airwave recorded by the bunched receivers.
This apparent discrepancy
can be explained by noting
that wavelengths
equal to the geophone spacing are
passed. Thus, airwave frequencies
in the IO&Hz range
are passed by the 3-m geophone spacing. A study of the
envelope ofthe theoretical
array response curve further
shows that airwave
wavelengths
from 3.5 to 20 m
(approximately
94 to 16.5 Hz) are attenuated
a minimum of IO dB to a maximum of I9 dB.
S&gun
field studies by Beggs and Garriott
(1979)
suggest that high-pass geophones
should be used to
attenuate ground roll, especially
since this low-energy
source rwtricts
the use of long receiver offsets. Figure
9 shows the effect of different
geophone
frequency
responses (I4 Hz and 40 Hz) on recorded waveforms.
There appear to be phase differences
between reflectionsobtained
by thetwo typesofreceiver.
Additionally,
significant reflectionenergyoccursinfrequencies
below
40 Hz, which suggests that wavelets recorded by the
high-pass geophones are spectrally
truncated.
Hence,

9 Bunched

9

&
-=$
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improvedresolutionbyusinghigh-frequencygeophones
is apparent only before processing.
The receiver
array test show the l4-Hz geophone
array over 24 m should give the best results, providing
some ground roll and random noise attenuation
while
preserving reflection bandwidth.
Ray-tracing
and array
response studies show that offset-dependant
attenuation caused by this array is small for reflectionfrequenties below 70 Hz (less than 1.9 dB) from the Mannville
level.
RECORDING FILTERS
The recording filter test proved to be one of the most
valuable in the acquisition
study, not only because the
low-cut field filters reduced the low-frequency
noise,
but also because limitations
in the dynamic range of the
recording instruments
could be recognized
in the same
test.
Figure IOa shows two records, both recorded with
bunched 14.Hz geophones,
the first with filters OUT.
and the second with an 18-Hz low-cut filter. No source

over 24m
0

1
REFRACTED
ARRIVALS

PART I

,A-:*
7

,2 y
z

Fig. 8. Receiver array effects on waveforms of refracted arrivals.
airWave and slWze waves. Data recorded by 1~-HZ geophones. The
source array c:onsisted of S shots -no skid.
0
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Flg. 9. A comparison of the effect geophone frequency has an reflection waveform!i. Data recorded by 9 bunched 14.Hz and single 40-H.?
geophones. Source array consisted of 8 shots. no skid.

Fig. IO. Recording filter test: Records Obtained with OUT and IS-HZ
low-cut field filters (a); the same records with a 20-100 Hz bandpass
display filter (b). The sowx array consisted of 8 shots. no skid and
the receiver array consisted of 9 (14 Hz) bunched geophones. Reflection zone is highlighted for comparison.
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or receiver arrays were used. The OUT filter setting on
the DFS V instruments
was actually set at 8 Hz (-3 dB
point) and in both cases the filters had a roll-off of 18
dB/octave.
It was considered
that bandpass filtering
would recover the reflection
data not evident on the
OUT field filter record. However,
Figure IOb shows
that no visible reflections
were recovered with a 20-100
Hz band-passdisplayfilteron
theOUTrecord,
whereas
some reflection
information
between .4 and .7 s travel
time was recovered from the la-Hz low-cut record.
The reason for this experimental
result is provided by
Poggiagliolmi
(19X0), who reports that although standard instruments
have a theoretical
dynamic resolution
of 80.90 dB, their actual range for recording reflection
data may be as low as 30 dB because of instrument
noise, ambient noise and groundroll.
Kerekes (1981)
supports this conclusion,
and further suggests that by
attenuatingpeakgroundroll
withlow-cut
recordingfilters,
dynamic
resolution
will be increased.
thus allowing
higher-frequency
reflection
data to be recorded.
SOURCE ARRAYS
At the time of the field study there was only one
se&gun available.
All source arrays were simulated by
summing records obtained at various shot locations.
These source array experiments
were not evaluated at
the test site because the recording instruments
did not
have a stacking availability.
Summing records from shotpoints at a single location
(i.e., no source skid) is used mainly
to enhance the
signal (S) while suppressing
random noise (N). Figure
I I shows that a 7-shot sum compared with a single shot

has improved penetration
from .7 to I .O s and provides a
high SIN reflection window. It was also observed that
reflection signal strength improvements
caused by record
summing were often accompanied
by enhanced spectral range.
One unexpected
result in field tests was that breezes,
which can change directions between records, randomly
delay airwave arrival times, causing attenuation
upon
record summing. For example, a variably directed 20
km/h wind will cause the ground speed of the airwave to
vary & 5 m/s about an average velocity of 330 m/s. At a
source-receiveroffset
of300 m, theairwavearrival
time
could vary randomly
within a span of 28 ms, causing
complete cancellation
of frequencies
above I8 Hr.
Shot skids result in time delays to the coherent sourcegenerated
noise. Record summing will attenuate
the
horizontalcomponentsofthis
noise. Theoriginalrecords
in Figure l&show
that, ifany reflectiondataarepresent,
they are completely
dominated
by random and coherent noise. Filtering of these records with a bandpass of
20.100 Hz (Fig. 12b) shows that, while no visible retlections were obtained from the stationary
shots record,
some weak reflections
are distinguishable
from remanent refractions
on the 12-m source array record at .4
and .5-.X s. The best data were obtained with 32 shots
over I2 m. However. the unfiltered &and 32.shot records
both show that the 12-m source skid was inadequate for
attenuating the 200-m wavelength
reverberating
refractions (based on horizontal
velocity
of 2000 m/s and a
centre frequency of IO Hz) and that improvements
were
due mainly to random noise attenuation
by stacking. It
was also observed that X-shot records with up to 36-m
skids did not significantly
improve reflection continuity
wherecoherentnoisewithwavelengthsof200
mexisted.
as would be expected.
The main difference
between source arrays created
by record summing (passive method) and multiple sources
(active method) is the relative
strength of signal to
ambient and coherent noise. It is possible that during
these tests the single seisgungenerated
insufficient reflection energy to be recoverable from ambient noise, rcgardless ofthe number of vertically
stacked records. In such
cases, two or more guns could have provided reflection
amplitudeswithinthedynamicrangeoftheinstruments.
AIRWAVE ATTENUAI’ION

Fig. 11. Record summing test comparing 1 and 7 shotslstation from
test location F1. Receiver array consisted of 9 (14 Hz) geophones
wer 24 m.

The airwave created by the shot couples with the
ground togenerate
surface waves. To absorb and deflect
the airwave,
a foam sheet (0.2 x I.8 x 1.2 m) was
placed in a half cylinder around the gun. Figure I3 is a
comparison of three records showing an S-shot - no skid
record versus an X-shot
12-m skid array record, the
latter with and without a foam enclosure. Attenuation
of the ground-coupled
airwave on the 12-m shot skid
record served only to enhance the relative amplitude of
the airwave. However,
with the foam baffle absorbing
the airwave,
there is consequent
reduction
in related
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(b)
Fig. 12. So~~rce array test. Original records with no display filter (a); the same records as above with a 20-100 Hz passband filter (b).
Receiver array consisted of 9 (14 Hz) geophones wer 24 m

surface wave energy, which results in visible reilections at a.ll but the nearest traces. In a parallel test.
roadbed and ditch topography
were utilized to deflect
the airwrve away from the receiver spread. The observations included
some reductions
in ground-coupled
airwave amplitudes.
along with minor improvements
in
retlection
visibility
within the airwave window. These
results have important consequences for surface sources.
since they all create some airwave. Deflecting
the airwave from the spread with spatially adjustable panels
may not be a feasible method, since the airwave will
diffract around the obstacle as predicted by Huygen’s
Principle,
or it may also be returned to the spread by
reflections
from adjacent trees and buildings.
Thus.
reflection quality improvements
at near offsets are best
achievedlifthesourceis
modified toabsorbtheairwave.

SURFACE

CONDITIONS

The effects of various surface conditions
on record
quality were examined on both field tests and production survey records. The consistency
of regional geology and uniform penetration
exhibited by the dynamite
data in the survey area implies that record differences
were probably
due to source energy, external
noise
(powerline, traffic, wind) and surface conditions. Record
quality can be adversely
affected by: i) rapid attenuation ofthe signal wavelet in the weathered and overburden layers reducing
penetration
and bandwith,
ii)
extremely
high amplitude surface waves and refraction
reverberations,
and iii) source and receiver coupling
variations.
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Fia. 13. Airwave attenuation test. The source arrav is labelled above each record. Receiver array consisted 019 (14 Hz) geophones over
a-ml
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Fig. 14. A comparison of the effect soil compaction has on waveforms of refracted arrivals and surface waves. Source consisted of 8
shots noskid and the recelverarrayconsisted
of9 (14 Hz) geophones
over 24 m Record from Line 1, SP 263, Comparison for trade 20.

Figure 14 shows a seismic record from a stationary
source location on soft clay marsh. Also shown are the
individual
tracts from the first and last shot contributing to the summed trace at the 85-m source-receiver
offset. As the shot number increases, the top soil is
removed and the earth compacts, allowing higher frequencies ofthe refraction wavelet to he transmitted and
causing the onset time of the first trough to decrease by
7msover the8 shots. In hard-packedgravel
conditions.
lint xrivals
from %ttionary
shots showed cwstant
(ravel times and repcatahle waveforms.
Extremely
hard surf~c
conditions.
such as compacted gravel or fro/en ground. appear to degrade reflection quality.
Figure IS shows that shots in the softer
soils of the roadside ditch gave better reflection cohercncy al .55 and .YO s travel time than did the gravel-road
shots. This suggests that in pavement-type
conditions,
most of the slug energy is spent in elastically
cracking
thesurfacerathcrthanconvertingtoelasticwaveenergy.
These recurds provide ha&tic
evidence that the amplitude of a reflection
signal in inversely
proportional
to
the rigidity
of the medium.
as suggrstcd
by Sharpe
(1942).

DYNAMITF

Fig. 15. Comparison of reflection data quality from the seisgun on a
hard gravel road suiface and on softer soil in the roadstde ditch.

COMPARISON

RECOKDS

Comparison
data for investigating
source-generated
noise, penetration.
and effects of environment
were
provided by a coincident
dynamite survey. Since both
the s&gun and dynamite programs used similar recording instruments
and geophone arrays, the major differences in data quality were due to source energy.

THE SEISGUN -PART I
A comparison
between coincident
seisgun and dynamite records is shown in Figure 16, with the main reflectionevents~identified.
Theseisgunrecordswere
produced
by 8 stationary
shots and the dynamite record was produced by a single 2-kgcharge
detonated at 20 m. Three
main differences between the two sources are apparent.
The s&gun
data contain more refraction
cycles and
show higher groundroll
to reflection
amplitudes.
The
dynamite (data show better penetration
after .9 s.
Figure I7 shows the similarity
of a s&gun and dynamite source-generated
noise. Note that the offset scale
is 2% times greater on the dynamite
records. which
proportiorlally
increases normal move-out. The coincident records at SP I51 show that the airwave and SWface wave have a similar group velocity
of 340 m/s.
Although no significant airwave should he generated by
adynamite
shot at 20 mdepth, the fact that both sources
generated groundroll
with the same velocity
suggests
that the surface waves at this location are characteristicsoftheclverburden.Thisobservationmayalsoexplain
why the seisgundata show such hugh amplitude airwaveground coupling. The record pair at SP 190 show similar
groundroll
wave trains with phase velocities of 340 m/r
and 800 m/s.
Comparisonsofdynamiteandseisgunreflectionspectra in this study show that the spectral bandwidth
is
similar for both sources, and lies between IOand 70 Hz.
Generally., the dynamite reflection spectra have a welldefined trapezoidal
frequency
distribution
between I8
and 50 Hz, while the seisgun spectra have a blocky
distribution
that is caused by spectral interference
of
random noise. The spectral tests suggest that. in this
environment,
the s&gun
does not produce
higherresolution data than the dynamite source. This ohservation can be: explained by two principal causes. First, the
surface source wavelet must travel through highly attenuating surl%ce layers twice, whereas the dynamite ray
path trawrses
them only once. Second, contrary to rhe
expectation that smallersourcesyield
higherfrequencies,
Sixta (19821) showed that large charges have more energy
at all frequencies
than small charges, though for smaller
charges the energy variation
is narrowed.
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--Km

(550m)
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(700m)
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(1220m)
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+590m+
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Fig. 16. Comparison of dynamite and seisgun records. The major
reflecting horizons in the study are identified; Colorado group (Kc), top
of Mannville group (Km). unconformity surface of the Devonian lreton
Formation (D). Cambrian(C). and the Precambrian basement(B).

SEISGUN

LINE 1
SP IS1

DYNAMITE

SEISGUN

LINE 3
SP 190

DYNAMITE

CONCLUSlONS
The single seisgun is a low-energy
seismic source.
Exploration
with it presents operational and data-quality
problems that are not as evident with more powerful
sources. The major difficulty
is overcoming
ambient
and wind noise, which affects determinations
for maximum recei.ver offsets. The short offsets imposed by this
weak source cause a high proportion
of groundroll
and
airwave-related
noise relative to reflection
amplitudes
to be recorded. Thus, a study was required not only of
the seisgn’s
seismic characteristics,
but also of the
recording parameters
that could improve data quality.
Specific findings of this study are as follows:

Fig. 17. Comparisons of dynamite and s&gun record showing similar types of source-generated n&e. Shotpoints from both sources
are at coincident locations.
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I) The useful reflection
window from a single gun is
between.3and.7s(300
mto700 msubsurface),although
on good-quality
records reflections to I .O s (I200 m) are
visible. These records show reflections
on traces that
are up to 590 m from the source.
2) Anywhere
from 1 to 32 shots/station
are required to
make reflection datavisiblefromdepthsof700
m,depending on surface consolidation
and the amount of sourcegenerated
and wind noise. The reflection
spectrum
becomes
smoother
as the number of shot sums is
increased, because the random noise is attenuated by
stacking.
3) Source skids of up to 36 m do not significantly
cancel
low-frequency
noise (A = 30 to 200 m), and are ineffective for reducing the airwave.
4) The airwave couples with the ground, causing surface waves that obscure reflections.
Placing the source
in the road ditch opposite the receiver arrays may reduce
the airwave, as will placing an acoustic absorber around
the s&gun.
5) The application
of IS-Hz low-cut recording
filters
extends
the reflection
window
by attenuating
lowfrequency noise sufficiently
to allow higher frequencies
to be recorded within the dynamic
resolution
of the
instruments.
6) Records produced by a single s&gun
and 2 kg of
dynamite show a similar reflection frequency
range of

and D.C. LAWTON

between 20 and 70 Hz. In this study, similar sourcegenerated noise was created by both sources. In comparison to their relative reflection amplitudes, the s&gun
generated higher-amplitude
surface waves.
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